Please, let us introduce our company to you.

Company VSV connect, was established in 2000 as enterprisers association. In 2001 it was transformed in company Ltd. At the beginning we were focused on delivery and installation of telephone centrals and similar systems. Today we fall within middle-sized companies with build up tradition.

Just since beginning we deliver telecommunication systems Alcatel and Panasonic. These companies appeal on the markets in the whole world in the long term and belong to the top among the producers of these systems. We have verified that our choice was right because they produce high-quality products and technologies, but we also profit from a strong technical and service support from official representations both these companies on the market in Czech Republic.

During the time we have included in our offer attendance, boarding, safeguarding, cameras and fire-fighting systems, sound distribution and broadcasting centrals, TV and SAT distribution frames, checkings and functional tests. Component part of installation of these equipments is certainly installation of structured cabelling. We use branded components NEXANS for the PC-nets installation, which guarantee the highest quality.

Our clients demand integrated services and that´s why we practise deliveries of these equipments as package deal. By the complete deliveries we concentrate not only on industrial constructions but we also realize complete deliveries for building-up and reconstruction of blocks of flats. Seeing that we deliver complete assortment of these equipments we are able to meet every customer´s demands in the low-voltage and telecommunication technology market.

Regarding to the sphere of its action our company has extended in the whole Czech Republic we have opened another branch offices for our clients

In Prague — Uhříněves in 2006
In Prague Na Zlíčově in 2008
In Hořice v Podkrkonoší in 2007
Quality
Our company follows the highest quality course. Here you are several evidences. We use modern technologies by installation. It means superior assembly tools and besides them the high quality mounting components. All works are practised as consistent set of services, from the project documentation to the safeguarding of telephone lines and all connected services.

Well skilled professionals
We also practise regular maintainance and service for all from our company delivered equipments based on the service contract. Our employees improve the operation staff of these equipments. We offer standard HOT LINE, where you can solve your troubles and ask questions. Mounting and service works are practised from our skeleton staff in accordance to the instructions from the producer of the final equipment. Authorisation certificate is available in our company included the list of skilled professionals. These workers have long-term experience and they are guarantee of well done work.

Short delivery terms
Our huge advantage on the market are short delivery terms. Since the price offers, which are carried out in the term prescribed by the customer till the several delivery and installation, which are practised in accordance to the agreement with the customer in the prescribed term. Certificates and declarations of conformity for all from us delivered products are self-evidence.
Activity of the company

Telephone centrals
We propose, install, and maintain telephone centrals and support all your communication demands — from the voice, through data and picture to the mobility, security and applications. We have in our offer broad scale of analog and digital telephone centrals as well as VOIP centrals. That all from the well-proven producers Alcatel — Lucent, Panasonic, Alphatech, VIDEX, Siemens, 2N, Atlantis, Cisto and others.

Industrial cameras
Today industrial cameras are used for the monitoring of various objects and lands, for safeguarding of banks, museums, galeries, petrol stations, parking-sites and in many other safeguarding applications. Cameras systems are used for safeguarding of outside and inside rooms, for safeguarding of large company objects or in proprietary sphere (e.g. safeguarding of family house). Our company delivers and installs cameras systems OXE CCTV systems, Samsung, LG, Intelex, Bosch, Sony and others.

Electronic safeguarding systems
Do you live in a flat or in a family house, have you a company? In such case electronic safeguarding systems against breaking, fire and other dangers can come in handy to you. It is not only alarm, but also increased housing comfort (automatic telecontrol of door locks, heating, garage door etc.) for you. Safeguarding systems are equipments consisting of more components creating complex safeguarding chain (senzors, centrals, transmission means, signalling and controlling switchboards).We install Galaxy, Jablotron, Paradox, OXE, DSC and other systems.

Boarding systems
Automatic ordering of food becomes as needed as attendance evidence.
We offer to solve order of food by the help of the same ID chips or ID cards, which are used for attendance or entrance evidence. The boarder uses one key for several operations all the time. Implementation of such system in practice streamlines and accelerates operation of the whole company canteen. We use systems delivered by the ACS and RON Software companies.
Activity of the company

**EPS Fire-fighting systems**
EPS Fire-fighting system is one of the needed means of fire-fighting safeguard of the object. It hands over informations about fire risk situation to the in advance provided places — board of central prevention of HZS (Fire-fighting rescue staff), it operates consecutive equipments protecting fire extending or making easier the fire-fighting action, it hands over informations about conditions indicated by the EPS central into the superior PC etc. We deliver and install to our customers systems of following brand-names Lites, Zettler, Aritech, Schrag and other.

**Broadcast centrals**
We delivery DEXON, Sony, Panasonic, Jamo and other broadcast centrals. We rely on by time verified quality. We realise deliveries from the proposal to the final installation of the system. We have huge experiences with their installation. From us installed local broadcast equipments operate in hospitals, trade and shopping centres, schools, social welfare institutions etc.

**Call over systems**
APEL call over systems enable quick and automatic dispatch of a large number of clients. They help to take away queues of waiting clients and this way they make pleasant milieu of your staff. Function of the system is simple — every client coming into the waiting room takes ordinal card from the ticket appliance in accordance to the agenda which he wants to handle, there is printed ordinal number, time of arrival into to waiting room, number of the counter where he will be served and several other informations. The client will be called upon to the counter by the ordinal number, which appears on the main display in the waiting hall, too. The number of the counter where the client has to enter appears on the main display with the ordinal number at the same time. The client’s ordinal number appears on the display at the counter, too.

**TV and satelite systems**
We propose and deliver optimal solution for TV and satelite systems (STA), equipments from the small systems for one user to the large TV and satelite systems for hotels, pensions, hospitals and blocks of flats.
At first we measure signal quality and its niveau and than we propose the best possible STA solution.
Activity of the company

Halls sound distribution
Company VSV Connect Ltd specializes in delivery of sound distribution for bank houses, business and shopping centres, firms, restaurants, public areas etc. Aim of our company is to provide to the customer not only single products, but complete made-to-measure solution. That’s why we don’t endeavour only after sale, but we provide range of services which our customer can use automatically. It means as from the single project, price proposal through final installation up to the service of the whole hall sound distribution system. We deliver and install DEXON, Sony, Panasonic, Jamo and other products.

UPS back-up power supplies
UPS back-up power supplies come to be needful part of modern company. All the goods production and services providing demanded by contemporary society depends on perfect function of many electronic systems consisting of management systems, PCs, safety and control systems, communication systems, computing and data systems and many others. Mission of our company, as well as of our partners, producers of back-up power supplies (UPS Technology), is reliable provision of uninterrupted deliveries of the highest quality electric power everywhere where it is needed.

Structured cabelling
At the present time the structured cabelling constitutes the most important communication milieu for the data, voice eventually picture transmission. Considering its universality and flexibility it is usable for various telecommunication systems and services. Our company supplies complex delivery of Nexans, Lexinet and other structured cabelling, its proposal and realization. The first step is to make clear the typology in which the structured cabelling has to be practised, choice of all components needed for its realization, e.g. switch boards, active elements etc. The single realization is based on this all. We are skilled in this scope what can be certified by many references.
Activity of company

Beat systems
ACS beat systems are instrumental for control and evidence of the activity of the physical security guard workers. System operates on the basis of contact identification technology, which enables accurate documentation of the most important beat data by the help of RON Software product. Security guard workers can practise their activity more effectively.

House intercom
We realise installation of COMMAX VIDEK, HYUNDAI, ALCAD, URMET, TESLA and OXE house audio and video systems — they are high quality intercom equipments. We don’t specialise only in installation and delivery of large more-entries complexes with many push buttons, but we deliver single equipment with only one outside station and one telephone. The house intercom can improve the quality of your living in your family house this way.

Head sets
Head sets are longstanding fixed stars in the offer of services and equipments at the company VSV connect Ltd. We offer Plantronics, Panasonic and Jabra head sets.
We can provide you made-to-measure solution thanks to the experience of our technicians with this type of equipment. And it’s no problem if it concerns head sets attachable to PC, mobile phone, fixed phone line or complete proposal and Call centre realisation what can be certified by many references.

Our service portfolio has extended practically in all spheres of business of low-voltage electronic since the beginning of our company.
We are able to realize whatever demands with emphasis on the most modern technologies and creative solution. Aim of our company are effective, longstanding business relations with you — our satisfied customers.
Educational system
Metropolitní univerzita Praha, o.p.s. • Vyšší odborná škola a střední průmyslová škola, Jičín
Vyšší odborná škola rozvoje venkova Hořice • Lepařovo gymnázium Jičín
Gymnázium dr. Václava Šmejkala, Ústí nad Labem • Gymnázium a SOŠPg Nová Paka
Masarykova obchodní akademie Jičín • Střední škola polygrafická Praha, s.r.o.
Základní škola Debř • Mateřská škola Zeleneč • Mateřská škola 17. Listopadu, Jičín
Mateřská škola Fügnerova, Jičín • Mateřská škola J. Š. Kubína, Jičín • Mateřská škola Větrov, Jičín
Mateřská škola Málí, Jičín • Mateřská škola Pod Lipou, Hořice • Mateřská škola Husova, Hořice
Mateřská škola Na Hrubu, Hořice • Mateřská škola Lázně Bělohrad

Office and state administration
Vězeňská služba ČR • Ministerstvo obrany České Republiky • Ministerstvo vnitra České Republiky
Městský úřad Jičín • Městský úřad Hořice • Městský úřad Sobotka • Městský úřad Lázně Bělohrad
Městský úřad Pecka • Městský úřad Kaplice • Městský úřad Liberec • Městský úřad Kupsíno
Městský úřad Nová Paka • Městský úřad Liščín • Okresní soud Jičín • Okresní soud Semily
Technické služby města Jičína • Technické služby města Olomouce, a.s.

Carrying-trade
CS CARGO Holding • VK-SPED spol. s r.o. • OSNADO spol. s r.o. • PUMR & RYBA - spol s r. o.
SPEDI-TRANS Praha, s.r.o. • ČSAD Semily, a.s. • WEIDLER SPEDITION, s.r.o. • Havetrans s.r.o.

Industry
Magna International Inc. • Agropodnik a.s. Jičín • ProScan a.s • AEG-Electrolux
Tecmaplast CZ, s.r.o. • EXCON Steel, a.s. • Seco GROUP a.s. • Elektrotrend, s.r.o.
Marius Pedersen A.S. • Alexander Electric s.r.o. • Aster, s.r.o. • AVEFLOR, a. s. • DELFI s.r.o.
ENIKA.CZ s.r.o. • GARLAND, distributor s.r.o. • BORCAD cz, s.r.o. • EPRONA, a.s.
Grup Antolin Bohemia a.s. • HYBLER GROUP, a.s. • 1. Podzvičinská, a.s. • Kámen Ostroměř s.r.o.
KOBIT s.r.o. • KERAMIKA KNAP, s.r.o. • LUX (CZ), s.r.o. • MILETA a.s. • PAPKOV s.r.o.
Trom spol. s r.o. • RONAL CR s.r.o • Sklopísek Střeleč, a.s. • ZENA —PALIVA spol.s r.o.
References

Trade
Puma Czech Republic, s.r.o. ● PANORAMA CENTER - Praha ● Motocykly Mladá Boleslav, s.r.o.
el nino parfum, s.r.o. ● Data Agentura INFOPHARM s.r.o ● Kaufland Česká Republika
Kongresové centrum Praha, a.s.

Grocery
MAVE Jičín, a. s. ● ALIMPEX FOOD a.s. ● FRAMAGRO a.s ● Krkonošské sýrárny a.s.
LAHŮDKY CAJTHAML, s.r.o. ● Pekárna Liberec, a.s. ● Lindt & Sprüngli (Czechia) s.r.o.

Finances
AD auditůři a daňoví poradci, a.s. ● Kooperativa pojišťovna, a.s., Vienna Insurance Group
Česká spořitelna, a.s. ● Komerční banka, a.s.

Building industry, development
BAK stavební společnost, a.s. ● Bytová výstavba CZ a. s. ● DIDAKTIK v.o.s. ● FATO a.s.
Hypostav, s.r.o. ● JP-STAV s.r.o. ● LUMEN a.s. ● STAVING spol. s r.o. ● VÝKOM vytápění hal s.r.o.
Nadoz v.o.s.

Health service
Krajská hygienická stanice Královéhradeckého kraje ● Všeobecná fakultní nemocnice v Praze
Krajská veterinární správa pro Královéhradecký kraj ● Pardubická krajská nemocnice, a.s.
Stomatologické centrum Praha s.r.o. ● Všeobecná zdravotní pojišťovna České Republiky
Guarant Hospital Company, s.r.o. ● SpofaDental a.s.

Hotels and accommodation
Hotel RIEGER, Jičín ● Hotel Jičín ● Motel Charlie ● Hotel SKALNÍ MĚSTO ● Hotel Štíkov s.r.o.
Pomi skicentrum Harrachov ● Hotel Děvín ● Hotel Praha ● Hotel Paříž
Central — invoice indications
Address: VSV connect, spol. s r.o.
Tyršova 293
506 01 Jičín

IČO: 25956108
DIČ: CZ25956108

Email: vsvconnect@vsvconnect.cz
Telefon: +420 493 520 611
Fax: +420 493 520 613

Bank connection
Raiffeisenbank a.s.: č.ú. 2902079001/5500
Česká Spořitelna a.s.: č.ú. 1164179339/0800

Company is listed in Companies Register of county court in Hradec Králové, section C, enclosure 17471.

Branch office Praha — Uhříněves
Address: VSV connect, spol. s r.o.
Bystřičná 632/16
104 00 Praha - Uhříněves

Email: praha@vsvconnect.cz
Telefon: +420 212 240 619

Branch office Praha 5
Address: VSV connect, spol. s r.o.
Na Zlíchově 1
150 00 Praha 5

Email: zlichov@vsvconnect.cz
Telefon: +420 212 240 619

Branch office Hořice
Address: VSV connect, spol. s r.o.
Všehrdova 907
508 01 Hořice

Email: horice@vsvconnect.cz
Telefon: +420 491 110 245

Financial partners

ČESKÁ SPOŘITELNA
Raiffeisen BANK
AUTOLEASING

www.vsvconnect.cz
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